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COMMENCEMENT PLANS COMPLETE
LEITNER APPOINTED
PRESIDENT CENTRAL
DANCE ASSOCIATION
CARTER, ASHMORE AND
LEWIS OTHER OFFICERS
Other Members Are Brezeale, Nueffer, Speer,
Stackhouse, Dunlap

And English
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Martin To Head Senior Class; JETER AND JACKSON
ADDRESSES
Stafford Is Elected Bv Juniors DELIVER
DURING JUNE WEEK

SHELLEY, WILKINSON,
JORDAN ARE VICTORS

Great
Interest Shown in
Elections by Rising Seniors; Many Vote

T. I. Stafford won out by a
narrow margin over F. L. Bell
in the Monday elections for junior class president. J. C. Shelly
was named vice-president, J. C.
Wilkinson,
secretary-treasurer,
and B. S. Jordan, historian.
Stafford will succeed W. K.
Lewis, retiring president.
Defeated candidates for the other
offices were F. Wi. Bagnal, W.
L. Lachicotte, and F. E. Bobo.
Stafford of Charleston, is a
corporal, has been on the honor
list for the past two yeaTS, and
was recently elected secretary of
Phi Psi. He is a student in the
School of Textiles.
Shelley is a native of Marion,
is an agricultural student, has
ranked high both years on the
honor list, is a corporal,' and is
(Continued on page two)

One of the most spirited elections ever held at Clemson closed
last night as the memhers of the
rising senior class elected T. I.
Martin as their president over
J. M. Jeter the opposing candidate.
Henry D. Leitner was elected
vice-president,
Henry Cochran
was named secretary, and William Folk was chosen as historian. W. K. Lewis, W.' A. Lawton, and H. S. Ashmore were defeated in the election.
Succeeds Johnstone
Martin will succeed T. K. Johnstone of Newberry as president
HAL KEMR
of the senior class, the most important political job of the local
student government.
He automatically 'becomes chairman of
the Senior Disciplinary Council
while the other class officers "become ex officio memibers.
Six
additional memibers of the counPopular Young Maestro To cil will be elected tomorrow.
(Continued on page seven)
Play For First Hops;
Kemp's Crew Ends
Series

W. K, LEWIS NAMED
AS BLUEjQEY HEAD

LAWTON SECRETARY
Giles Appointed
At a meeting of Blue Key last
Literary Leader night,
Walter K. Lewis, Jr., of

POPULAR SOCIETY
The Palmetto Literary Society
last week elected Edward S.
Giles, prominent mem'ber of the
rising senior class, president of
the body for the next session.
Giles is a native of Greenwood
and is a student in the school of
engineering.
E. Descomb Wells of Savannah
Ga. was named vice-president, J.
C. Boesch of Charlotte, N. C. was
elected secretary, Karl H. Inderlurth of Mystic, Conn., will fill
the post of treasurer, and J. T.
Rhoden of Edgefield was named
litarary critic
The Palmetto Literary Society
is one of the most active organizations of its type in the college
an$ has sponsored a full series of
entertaining and educational programs this year.

By Their Words

Columhia was elected president
for next year, succeeding Rob't
F. Scott of Blacksburg. W, A.
Lawton of Thacker, W. Va. was
chosen as corresponding secretary and treasurer of the honor
organization and will take over
the duties of R. E. Graham.
Lewis Prominent
Lewis was president of the
Junior Class this past year and
is a first sergeant in the corps
of cadets. He is president-elect
of Phi Psi, national honorary
textile fraternity, and was recently elected vice-president of Tiger
Brotherhood.
Lewis is also a
mem'ber of Sigma Epsilon, is
j managing editor of The Tiger,
' and is newly elected treasurer
of Central Dance Association.
Lawton 'Well-Known
Winston Lawton is an outstanding leader and is a member of the football team. He
is battalion sergeant major of
the Third Battalion, mem'ber of
Sigma Epsilon and was recently
elected as leader of the Junior
Platoon.
Lawton was initiated
the first of the week into Scahbard and Blade.

HOLTZENDORFF TALKS
Alles Menschen sind Lugner—■
AT VESPER SERVICES

Madchen

besonders.

—Rhyne
There you sit in an $11 pair
of pants, on a $2.50 stool, in a
$400,000 building, making a
5-cent drawing.
—Harris
/■,

These are the views of authorities—and I know they are right
(because they agree with mine.
—Daniel

LEITNER, COCHRAN, AND
FOLK NAMED OFFICERS ANNUAL MEETING OF
ALUMNI TO BE HELD

Francis Bell Beaten Out In
Close Race; Other Officers Chosen

Henry D. Leitner of Aiken was
today named hy the retiring Central Dance Association as president to succeed Robert B. Murphy. R. A. Carter was elected
vice-president, H. S, Ashmore,
secretary, and W, K. Lewis, treasurer.
Leitner is an officer of the
junior class, is majoring in textiles, is a member of Phi Psi,
and is a supply sergeant.
He
has been an active mem'ber of
the junior CDA this year as a
member of the placing committee.
Carter is a first sergeant, is a
native of Orangehurg, and is majoring in General Science. He is;
a mem'ber of the varsity track
team and the Block C clu'b.
Ashmore is the present editor
of the Tiger, is a member of
Blue Key and Gamma Alpha Mu,
and holds the military rank of
sergeant.
He is a native of
Greenville and is majoring in
General Science.
W. K. Lewis is the retiring Retiring President of Junior
president of the junior class,
Class Selected to Honor
(Continued on page seven)
Position

Wells
Is
Vice-President;
Boesch, Inderfurth And
Rhoden Other Officers

Finals Maestro

At the regular Sunday afternoon and night vesper services
in the Y auditorium last week,
P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the local association
made the principal address. He
spoke on the "Value of Vesper
Services at Clemson."
Other features of the services
included a series of travel and
news reels which were run hefore and after the services.

39662

Fettb anql Kemp^
Play For Finals

THE LAST STRAW
Continuing their policy of obtaining for Clemson the finest of
the nation's dance orchestras,
Cetral Dance Association officials
have secured the services of two
of the most popular bands touring collegiate dance circles for
Finals. Finals, the outstanding
dance series of the year, will feature the music of Jim Fettis and
the International Favorite, Hal
Kemp. Fettis and his noted orchestra will play for the dances
May 29 and 30. Hal Kemp and
his stellar array of vocalists and
entertainers including "Skinney"
Ennis and Maxine Gray will reign
supreme at Finals the night of
June 1.
Decorations Planned
Beginning at the close of the
most recent dance series, officials
of the Placing and Decoration
committees have been working
feverishly to bring to completion
plans to make this year's Finals
a series to be favorably compared
with any series presented in the
(Continued on page two)

According to an announcement
recently received from the President's Office, final plans have
been completed for the Commencement exercises to be conducted
here beginning Sunday May 31
and extending through Tuesday
June 2.
Tbe following program has
been announced for the three
days of the final exercises: At
11 a. m. Sunday in the College
Chapel, The Rev. J. W. Jackson
will deliver the Baccalaureate
Sermon. At 6:30 p. m. the college hand will present its annual concert on the lawn in front
of the YMCA Building.
Following the> concert an informal
reception will he tendered the
Seniors, their Guests, Alumni and
the Faculty by the Y, during
which several pictures will he
shown in the Auditorium.
At 8 p. m. Sunday, the YMCA
will hold its closing exercises,
at which Dr. Prank K. Poole of
Furman University will be the
principal speaker.
Beginning at 10 a. m, Monday,
Class Reunions will he held at
various places on the campus.
John Dunlap Named Captain The following classes are to hold
reunions: '01, '06, '11, *16, '21,
Scabbard and Blade For
'26, and '31. At 11 a.m. the
Next Session
Trustee Medal Contestants will
speak in the college chapel in
RECENT PLEDGES
(Continued on page eight)

DUNLAP ELECTED TO
LEAD NATIONAL FRAT

At a recent meeting of the
local chapter of Scabbard and
Blade, national honorary military fraternity. John F. Dunlap
of Savannah was elected as Captain of the organization for next
year and C. G. White was elected Second Lieutenant.
Others To Be Named
The recent pledges to the organization including, J. F. Dunlap, W. A. Speer, W. A. Lawton,
C. G. White and William Folk
are to form the nucleus around
which next year's organization is
to 'be made. The other officers
of the fraternity are to be selected during the early part of next
year after serveral other members are admitted to the organization.

Wilkie Beams At Progress Made
By Welfare Workers During '36
By Uncle AVilkie
As the result of a year of unusual stress and change, many
new, untried customs and organizations have been accepted
hy the cadet corps for better or
worse. Among the organizations
taking advantage of the chaotic
situation as an excuse for a beginning was the Wilkie Welfare
Workers. Realizing that only in
a time of chaos would such a
society he allowed to exist, the
Welfare Board 4s viewing a more
conservative period with slight
alarm. Knowing that the worth
of an organization is based on
its record, the Welfare Board is

Commencement
Exercises
Begin Friday, May 30,
And Are Concluded |
With Graduation

humbly submitting, at the urgent
request of the press, a hrief report of the year's activities. Tho
the report is a slightly overdrawn
product of a press agent's lurid
imagination, the Board points
with pride, views with alarm, and
earnestly hopes that the Corps
will discover some slight thread
of truth running throughout the
article.
Realizing the dire need of reform in certain phases of cadet
life, the Wilkie Welfare Workers
were organized for the purpose
of pointing out certain unnecessary evils in a satirical fashion
(Continued on page two)

Extension Service
Man Resigns Post
E. C. Elting Leaves Dkiry
Position to Go to USDA
In Washington
POPULAR PROFESSOR
According to an announcement
made early this week, Professor
E. C. Elting of the state Extension Service stationed at Clemson has resigned his post here as
Associate Dairy Husbandryman
to accept a position with the U.
S. Department of Agriculture in
Washington.
Professor Elting has been connected with the college for several years and since coming to
Clemson has gained a host of
friends both among the memhers
of the student body and the faculty.

J. T. MANN APPOINTED
PRESIDENT OF ASME
At a recent meeting of the
local chapter of ASME, J. T.
Mann of Savannah was elected
to the presidency for next year.
J.. G. Prestwood, also of Savannah will be vice-president, and
R. L. Geisherg of Anderson, secretary-treasurer.
Mann Popular Junior
Mann is a well-liked student
and an outstanding mechanical
engineer. He is a sergeant in
the cadet corps.

TWO

CLEMSON AIDED BY Jungaleers Again Signed For Annual
Tour of Europe as Ship's Orchestra
WELFAREWORKERS
Five Members of College
Dance Band to Ship
Aboard S. S. Laconia

(Continued from page one) •
and submitting equally satirical
remedys.
No unjust criticism
was intended and no offense was
meant.
Throughout the course
of the year several radical changes have been made. Whether the
Board was responsible in any
way for these changes is a dubious question in the minds of
many; however, the Board's publicity agent insists on giving the
organization the benefit of the
doubt.
After a few miscellaneous stabs
at reveille on the outside, inadequate shower baths, and other unnecessary evils, the organization stepped off on the wrong
foot with rather hastily written
articles condemning compulsory
chapel and petitioning for a
longer period 'between supper and
long roll.
The latter request
being made for the large number of cadets with afternoon
classes. Things looked bad for
the newly .formed Board, but a
change of events resulted in no
chapel for months—due to bitter weather—and after a long
period of waiting, out of the
chaos came 8:30 long roll.
IDue to being late to countless
formations and missing several
due to inadequate communication system connecting the Guard
Room with Clemson's "Last Outposts", members of the Board
Ibegan a crusade for the installation of a system of buzzers or
similar aparatus. Not many facts
have been revealed to the public, but from reliable sources
comes the information that the
Guard Room Clock has undergone repairs and that plans for
new barracks contain provisions
quate commuication system.
An open attack on "outside
reveilles" was changed to a
boost for the system of awarding reveilles to members of deserving platoons. Success came
later in the form of an order
proclaiming no more reveilles as
a reward for creditable showing
on Big Inspection.
'As time passed on, other welfare problems reared their ugly
heads. Predominating these was
the "late date" situation. Cadets suffering from the tactics
of "late-date leeches" were clamoring for a new deal. A campaign was launched with little
success until CDA officials and
others launched a new system
of rules concerning conduct at
the hostess houses.
Though strictly a non-political
organization, the Welfare Board
organized an opposition party to
defeat the aims of zealous American Liberty League Advocates
who were insidiously gaining a
foothold in this veritable cradle
of democracy. Alter a brief po^
litical skirmish, Liberty Leaguers
reluctantly
surrendered
their
gleaming Liberty Bells and returned to the fold.
Though the report reveals that
some measure of success has
been attained in certain cases,
the Board is forced to admit defeat in several instances. Despite
innumerable campaigns and unfavorable propaganda, the Guard
Room Coybay marches on and
Dame Rumor, OSCAR'S best
friends, still reigns supreme on
the campus.
All in all, however, the Welfare Board is quite pleased with
the progress made, and find the
outlook for the future particularly bright. Though somewhat dazed by the recent political upheaval, the Welfare Workers are
eagerly anticipating another season of social uplift when they
shall have the opportunity of
delving into the Blue Key "Rat
System" and other interesting
problems which promise to confront the Board next fall.
Because Mississippi's Governor
White has secured virtual control of the six state colleges Mississippi State may lose membership in the Southern Association
of Colleges.
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LEAVE

Walter K. Lewis, prominent member of the rising
senior class who was last
night elected president of
the local chapter of Blue
Key, national service fraternity. Lewis succeeds Rob't
F. Scott.

JUNE

'Due 1<J the creditable showing
made by members of Clemson's
Jungaleers who completed a successful European trip in the summer of '35, an offer has again
been extended to members of
the local musical organization to
play on two of the leading ocean
liners now making the Atlantic
crossing.
In addition to their
engagements aboard ship, members of the orchestra will be given the opportunity of making a
12-day tour of the continent's
leading countries.
To Tour Continent
Leaving New York on June 5
aboard the Laconia, the Jungaleers will proceed to Liverpoool.
From Liverpool they will launch
their short tour of Europe which
will include visits to France,
Belgium, Germany, and a brief
excursion to London. The musical aggregation will return to
America on the Georgic, June 26.
The cadets making the trip are
Herbert Greene, John Massey,
Emmons Welch, and Judson
Wilkes.

Fettis and Kemp
Play For Finals The Music Goes
(Continued from page one)

Round

South. Plans for placing the unprecidented crowd are being
closed and an effective decorative scheme appropriate to the
occasion is being developed.
Fettis Noted
Presenting one of the smoothest orhestras the nation affords,
Jim Fettis has gained tremendous popularity throughout the
East and South. In recent years
the band has filled engagements
at many of the East's smartest
dance rendezxous and have completed numerous successful tours
of colelgiate dance circles.
In
obtaining this noted orhestra the
CDA officials have secured a
smooth rhythm outfit which presents modern music in the tempo
that never fails to please.
International Favorites
Hal Kemp, who brings to Clemson his International Favorites,
presents a musical aggregation
possessed of a style which has
gained instantaneous success and
has managed to add new followers with each presentation. His
staccato style of syncopation,
combining a slow restraint with
a modulated swing, has captured
the fancy of listeners everywhere
and has established his music as
the finest in dance tempos. In
short, the band embodys the two
main requisites of ^n ideal orchestra.
They present original
arrangements which, while possessing a complexity of technique still retain a simple colorfullness and harmony.
Secondly, the orcetshra is composed of
musicians gifted with individual
brilliance and who are able to
offer this same brilliance when
combined in a unit. In addition
to innumerable college tours,
commercial
engagements,
and
radio broadcasts, Kemp's musicians have made numerous tours
of Europe.
Popular Vocalists
In his appearance at Clemson,
Kemp will present his stellar array of vocalists and novel entertainers.
The lovely Maxine
Gray, whose charming personality has made her an outstanding
favorite, will feature numbers
which have abetted her rise to
popularity;
"Skinnay"
Ennis,
drummer deluxe and vocalist extraordinary, will present songs
in his inimitable manner. The
group will be aided by stately
Bob Allen and capricious "Saxie"
Dowling superb novelty songsters.
Ennis, the "Old Smoothie of
Songdom" is particularly popular with audiences throughout
the nation.

Exigencies of space and time
prevent us from giving all the
notice to this new crop of records
that we would like.
However,
they're all 'good and each one
represents a sterling investment
in gold-edged rhythm.
Since Fletcher Henderson was
here for Taps Ball, you people
really should hear his new Victor recording of "I'm A Fool For
Loving You" and "Moonrise On
The Lowlands". Although touched with the inevitable brand of
swing, you "Would be surprised at
the sweetness that creeps in here.
Prime time for dancing.
In case you, like us, have been
wondering if there were any
words to "Christopher Columbus", we can do no more than
tell you that Fats Waller has
upped and made a vocal recording of it. But well done. The
other side of the platter is a new
tune "Us On A Bus" which gives
No. 1 exponent of swing Waller
the opporunity of a life-time.
Richard Himber, one of the
sweet boys, crashes through for
Victor with 'Would You" and
"I've Got A Heavy Date". Two
particularly pleasing numbers,
smoothly and efficiently performed by the Champions.
Recommended for dancing feet.
Tommy Dorsey and his Clam'bake Seven have contributed this
week with Shirley Temple's "At
The Goldfish Ball" and "Rhythm
Saved The World".
Although
not the complete Dorsey outfit,
Tommy brings his trombone and
the rest of the boys do some very
amusing instrumental high-jinks.
An unbeatable combination is
featured by Victor as they combine Rudy Valle's recording of
'Us It True What They Say Ahout iDixie" and Ray Noble's
rendition of "The Moment I Saw
You". Both numbers are typical of the two bands and a more
pleasing contrast you couldn't
find.
Bluebird Recordings have crept
in again somehow, and we find
the orchestras of Wingy Mannone
and Willie Bryant featured on
two platters. Although we have
never heard of either before, we
have a feeling that we will again.
It's good music done in a peculiarly danceable manner.
Mannon does "It's No Fun" and
"Rhythm Saved The World"
while pryant records "Is It
True What They Say About Dixie'' and "Moonrise On The Lowlands".
Your money's worth
on either way. —Winder-Upper

Sounds too shrill to hear are
Dr. James A. Naismith, 74- produced by miniature fog-horns
year-old inventor of basketball, on Harvard's
tabletop
"sea,"
played the game only twice in used to study ocean signalling.
his life.
The belief that left-handed perDelegates to the 1936 Psi Up- sons are slightly abnormal, says
silon convention went on record Dr. Samuel T. Orton of Columas opposing physical punishment bia, is just another piece of
In connection with initiation.
folk-lore.

In two yeaTS Ohio State's
Junior College of the Air has
enrolled more than 7,000 students in 43 courses.
Cornell University farm exciety dug into the basement of
Harvard Hall the other day and
came up with an important find:
100-year-old beer bottles!"

Rat Votes For
Classics
Following the TIGER'S usual habit of uncovering unusual objects in every survey,
the prize for the CDA's hit
parade poll goes to Freshman J. R. Kirton.
Taking
the movement for the instalation of an artist's course
here to heart, Kirton listed
the following as his choice
for the six numbers he wanted Hal Kemp to play at Finals:
j
Minuet in G Minor
Largo
Invitation to the Dance
Mother Marchree
Schubert's Serenade
Blue Danube Waltz

ASAE ELECTS BRYAN
AS NEW_PRESIDENT
Reames is Named Vice-President and Buckner Appointed Secretary
INITIATION ENDS

At a recent meeting of the local branch of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
G. E. Bryan was named president for the next session. Other
officers: J. T. Reames, vice-president; P. M. Buckner, secretarytreasurer.
B. W. Jones, R. G. Pollitzer,
and J. D. Watson were extended
invitations to membership in the
organization. Watson was chosen as the most outstanding memSTAFFORD IS NAMED
ber of the freshman ag engineerJUNIOR CLASS PREXY ing class. Initiation for the
new men is in progress and will
end Monday night.
(Continued from page one) f
The
society
recently
was
retiring vice-president of the guest of Mr. P. B. HoltzendorfE
sophomore class.
at an open house in the YMCA
A student in the School of building.
General Science, J. C. Wilkinson is from Spartanburg, is news
"Today it almost takes a cipeditor of The Tiger, is a corporal, is secretary of the Calhoun her expert to read the handwritLiterary Society, and is creator ing of the average schoolboy."
of the Wilkie Welfare Workers, The editor of the Harvard AlumAlpha chapter, and the Wilkie ni Bulletin announces, sorrowfully, that the typewriter has
features.
B. IS. Jordan of Wadley, Ga., come to stay.
is a corporal, is the recently elecJ. A. Boyd, graduate of the
ted president of Gamma Alpha
Mu, is feature editor of The Tig- Textile School in 1926, is now
er, and is an engineering stu- with the Union Bleachery, Greenville, S. C.
dent.
<- 4
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TELEPHONE engineers had to find a way to stop gray
squirrels gnawing holes in the lead sheath of telephone cables. Even a tiny hole may let in moisture—short
circuit the wires—and put a number of telephones out of
service temporarily.
Many ideas were tried, but the scpiirrels gnawed on.
Finally the cables were painted with black asphaltum and
sprinkled with sand. The gnawing stopped.
Not a major engineering problem, to be sure. But thousands of strange little problems, too, have been solved to
assure you the world's most reliable telephone service.

Why not call your.folks more often?
For lowest rates to most points, call
station-to-station after 7 P. M. daily
or arty time Sunday.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Tf
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LEAGUE ESTABLISHED Local Rifle Team Closes Successful
Season; Officers for '37 Ejected
IN 300 INSTITUTIONS
Stone to be Captain of Local
American Liberty League
Sharp Shooters Next
5000
ATTEND
ANNUAL
Boosts Over 10,000 MemYear
bers; Now in Every
State
MILITAfiYDAY HERE
NEW RANGE
Throngs See Full Duress PaD. B. Stone of Williamston
was elected Monday night to
rade, Platoon Maneuvers,
hold the captaincy of the ClemNew York—(AOP)—A student
Formal Guard Mount
son rifle team for the '3 6-'37
membership totalling 10,000, in
season.
Stone served this year
300 colleges and universities loSPECTACULAR EVENT
as manager of the sharpshooters
cated in every state in the union
and will take over the post from
is now claimed by the American
Approximately 5000 visitors,
Liberty League, according to fig- one of the largest crowds ever to J. W. Wall.
ures just released.
attend the annual Military Day
Other Officers
exercises here, packed the camR. H. Martin will serve as
Liberty League members are
to be found in every important pus Sunday afternoon as the RO coach next year, succeeding S.
TC activities of Clemson were
college in the country, according brought to an official close with M. Littlejohn, and H. B. Risher
to League figures, and even in a full dress parade, fancy pla- will be manager.
Major Gammon and Sergeant
such small schools as Mission toon drill, and formal guard
Harry Wilkinson are the instrucHouse College, Plymouth, Wis.; mount.
tors who will again aid the cadet
Westmoreland College, San AnMany Visitors
team.
tonio, Texas; and Duffs Iron City
Two hours 'before activities beState Champs
College, Pittsburgh.
gan, cars from South Carolina
In the final match of the seaOfficial chapters are not claim- and adjoining states streamed son against Presbyterian College
ed by the League for every one onto college grounds and when in Clinton, the local team shot
of the 300 colleges and univer- the regiment, garhed in starched out a close victory 818 to 816,
sities listed, two members being white ducks and polished brass, thus taking the state title. The
sufficient to qualify a school for formed at 4 p. m., the hill op- teams from Citadel and Wofford
inclusion, and figures are una- posite the parade ground was a did not compete with the Clemvailable on the number of mem- solid black mass of automobiles. sonites in dual meets but enterThe parade was reviewed toy ed the Corps Area competition
berships and chapters that are
hona fide, as distinguished from Cadet Col. A. M. Williams of Co- match for the Hearst Trophy, in
lunfbia and Miss Sara Thompson which they were defeated by the
those that are not.
of Anderson, honorary colonel of locals.
It is known the Liberty League the corps, who was chosen at the
membership rolls carry the nam- annual Military Ball some weeks
New Equipment
es of many students and instruc- ago.
With the completion of the
tors who are not in sympathy
new barracks, the rifle team, will
with it, but wish to receive its TOLEDO UNIVERSITY TO have its range in the basement
literature. It is also known that
of one of the rear units. This
SPONSOR "RED HUNT"
during the past year many mock
range, as is planned, will he
chapters have been formed by Toledo, Ohio—(AOP)—A "Red complete in every detail, having
radicals whom Libert League hunt" is planned for the Univer- movable
steel-framed
targets
headquarters believed were act- sity of Toledo.
The board of and other up-to-the-minute eing in good faith.
trustees last week ordered an quipment.
"A year ago the League began investigation o>f the extent of
the organization of chapters in radicalism
FARM SURVEY
Board members said they did
the colleges and universities. At
first it was slow work, with many not believe there were Toledo inobstacles and many discourage- structors teaching communistic
M. C. Rochester, '31 is enments. Now, however, we have doctrines, but added that they gaged in making a farm manwanted
to
he
sure.
active chapters in 26 institutions
agement survey in two selected
and chapters in process of organcounties in South Carolina under
A group of 34 New Jersey the supervision of the bureau of
ization in 125 institutions. More
over, at the present time, under scholars, headed toy Princeton's agricultural economics in Washa system of voluntary member- Dr. Harold W. Dodds, has peti- ington and the department of agship enrollment, we have for the tioned the New Jersey legisla- ricultural economics in Washingpast month toeen enlisting col- ture to investigate public offi- ton and the department of aglege students at the rate of 79 cials concerned in the Haupmann ricultural economics of the (South
case.
per day.
Carolina experiment station.
MANY CHAPTERS

G-E Campus N^2tf
and analytical apparatus of incredibly small
dimensions this industrial superdetective finds
tiny crystals of sulphate near the break. The
trail leads to a nearby furnace giving off
sulphurous fumes. Thus, the wire is cleared of
suspicion of having been defective, and the
criminal fumes are eliminated.
This analysis is typical of many industrial
"micro-mysteries" that have been solved in the
Research Laboratory of General Electric. A
development from methods devised in the

THREE

Notice
Mail subscribers to THE
TIGER are notified that this
is the last issue of the paper
for the current year.
The
customary June Issue containing the military appointments
has been suspended this year.
As usual there will be a
mid-summer edition of THE
TIGER which will be mailed
to all subscribers on the regular mailing list.
It will
appear in the latter part of
July and will be sent to sev
eral thousand prospective students as well as to the regular student body.

"ANTI-FATIGUE" PILLS
AID STUDENT HEALTH
Minnesota, University Students Discover Real Relief From Examination
Headaches
SALES

MOUNTING

Minneapolis, Minn.—(ACP)—
Black coffee or caffein tablets,
ammonia cakes, cigarettes, cold
showers and the other common
devices used by students in the
throes of exam periods are no
longer countenanced hy University of Minnesota students and
faculty members. Instead, they
wave the banner for 'benzedrine
sulphate talblets.
Although members of the pharmocology department and doctors
of the student health department
advised against the use of the
new "anti-fatigue" pills— they
were put on the market only a
few months ago—the rush continued unabated.
Lack of Knowledge
Chief objection to the drug,
which users claim will prevent
fatigue for about six hours without any resultant depression, is
that its exact properties are not
yet known. University of Minnesota scientists are engaged in research in the attempt to discover
if benzedrine sulphate is habitforming or destructive to 'body
tissues, but meanwhile, their colleagues and students go right on
taking it. One Minneapolis drug
company, reported the sale of
1000 tablets within a week.

FRENCH GOVERNMENT
AID$ AMERICAN SCHOOL
Madison, Wis.—(ACP)—In recognition of the high standards
maintained at the University of
Wisconsin Maison Franeaise, oldest organization of its kind in
the United States, the French
government has authorized a gift
to the house of 6300 francs
($415).
iRene Weiller, French consul at
Chicago who was instrumental
in obtaining the award declared
the Wisconsin society the best
French-speaking group he had
seen in his ten years in the United States.

CLEAN DIRT
COAP and water will still be needed to clean
Junior's face and hands, but if Junior's
father is a florist he will welcome this clean dirt.
Florists and specialty growers wage a neverending battle against weeds, insects, and plant
parasites which flourish in greenhouse soil.
But reinforcements have arrived. Clean dirt
may now be economically obtained by means
of electric equipment developed by General
Electric scientists.
Electric heating units, arranged in a wooden
bin, heat a quantity of soil to a temperature of
160-180 F. Heating sterilizes the soil by a
process which resembles the pasteurization of
milk, and weed seeds, insects, and fungi which
are dormant in the soil are killed during the
sterilization process. In the resulting germless
dirt, plants can attain a vigorous, uniform
growth, free from the competition of weeds
and the inroads of other plant enemies.
"AH, WATSON,
AN INDUSTRIAL CRIME"
fTTHE "corpus delicti"—a broken resistance
wire; the suspect—a defect in the wire; the
detective—a microchemist. With microscope

TIGER SERVICE
STATION
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Washing and Greasing
ROY S. DAI/TON, Owner

Williams Named Vice-President and Cooper
Secretary
OTHERS ANNOUNCED
A. J. Brown of Clemson was
this week elected president of
the local alumni chapter to succeed G. E. Metz. B. O. Williams
was named vice-president, and
Roy Cooper was elected secretary.
All of the new officers
are connected with the college.
Ralph Cane of Tamassee was
elected vice-president from Oconee county and Earle Russell of
Easley was named vice-president
from Pickens county.
Blue Key Meets
Several m^nbers of the local
chapter of Blue Key met with
the alumni to discuss alumnistudent pro'blems. Several plans
for hetter cooperation were submitted to the body for action.
Gaston Gage, Prof. Brock, L.
R. Booker, C. E. Asbill, Brown
Stevenson, were named members
of a committee to assist alumni
secretary Woodward with plans
for the annual meeting of the
alumni corporation here during
commencement.

Floriculture Class
Visits Florist Shops
Professor Newman and Four
Students Visit Numerous
Gardens in State
EXQUISITE WONDERS
Professor and Mrs. C. C. Newman, accompanied by cadets Gilchrist, Knight, Martin and Sanders left Monday on an inspection trip of the mid-state landscaping projects. The party spent
Monday night at Professor Newman's cottage which is located
on Lake Murray.
The cadets, all being members
of the floriculture class, were
taken to Columbia on Tuesday;
here they visited several florist
shops.
Exquisite wonders in
flowers were seen and rare specimens were studied. Many beau-tiflcation projects were inspected
by the cadets, and the practical
side of landscaping was shown
to them.
Mr. J. A. Fewell, Clemson textile graduate of 1926, who was
formerly with Dunean Mill in
Greenville is now superintendent of Plant No. 2 of Chad-,
wick-Hoskins
Company,
Charlotte, N. C.

GARRISON LEAVES
O. B. Garrison, '34, who last
year attended L. S. U. and has
[been with the Clemson College
agricultural research department,
has gone to Cornell where he
has accepted a fellowship.
CBOUT TO ALABAMA
W. H. Crout, who finished
Clemson Textile School in 1931,
and who was with the Rushton
Cotton Mills, Griffin, Georgia, lfl
now with the Russell Manufacturing Company, Alexander City,
Alabama.

3BS<Pffittgffig«g«ttfflraM«IKKMP^^
fields of biology and medicine, microchemistry
has become an indispensable servant to industry, with accomplishments as great as the
quantities with which it deals are small.
With thimble-sized beakers, and test tubes as
small as 1 /50 of an inch in diameter, the microchemist analyzes quantities of material 17,000
times lighter than a drop of water. He has
defined a new unit of mass, the gamma, one
millionth of a gram. A streak of dirt, a smudge,
a minute pit mark—all these can be taken into
the laboratory with a reasonable assurance
that the microchemist will be able to provide
the answer to the problem.
96-257FBI

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
HBgffiffiaMBffl«fflafflnaiga«Bfflaa»g^
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BROWN HECTED TO
HEAD LOCAL ALUMNI
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HAIL AND*. FAREWELL
As another year draws to a close and
another class prepares to leave the ranks
of Clemson's undergraduates forever, THE
TIGER pauses to pay tribute to the Class
of 1936.
They have accomplished much during their si ay at the college. Although the
changes they brought about are not as
spectan
as those of earlier classes, they
rep.
' real contribution to the wel.he college. Many of the ideas
originated will bear fruit in later
■us; some later group will take the credt, pjerhaps, for their success. This class
has been particularly outstanding in bringing about a gradual change in the spirit
of the student body. They have-moulded
student thought along different lines and
they have started a general movement toward a better system of student government. Deemphasizing certain aspects of
college life and building up new interests
is a* lengthy process and a difficult one.
A large measure of the credit for the
work done by this year's seniors is due the
officers of the class. Under the leadership
of T. K. Johnstone, new powers of student
government have been obtained and the
senior council has been built into an effiiently functioning body which works for
the best interests of the students. The
officers of the senior class and the members of the council have faithfully discharged their duties in the interests of the
unrepresented members of the student
body.
To Blue Key goes a large bouquet.
The honor fraternity was a real factor in
working for and obtaining the funds from
the federal government to erect two new
buildings here. The members have consistently represented the highest type of
student thoght and have done their bit in
backing every movement for the betterment of the college, whether they originated the plan or not. The local chapter
has lived up to the national ideal of service in every way.
The Central Diance Association has
the responsibility of providing the students
with entertainment. This year they have
brought to the college the best music in
the nation and at the very lowest prices.
The job of keeping the standards of Clemson dances up to their high level and keeping the prices within the reach of every
st'ident is one of the hardest in the college. The CDA has done much to make
life more pleasant, and that is tribute
enough.
It would be presumptious for us to
offer advice to our elders, but in parting
we would like to urge the seniors to keep,
after they leave the college, something of
the spirit they have exhibited here. Not
only the few small groups we have menmentioned, but the spirit of every member
of the class. We can think of no more
valuable an asset.

LIMITING STUDENT ENROLLMENT
Talk Of The Town
Student enrollment at Clemon has
been on a steady incline for the past several years. This year the enrollment has FINIS
last edition of the paper
reached the largest figure in the history of hasTherolled
around again and in
the college and as a result of the unus- this fag end of a not particularly
ually large freshman class, the Adminis- good year we 'feel that some sort
trative officials of the college have had of tribute to the departing sento secure a Federal loan for the purpose ior class is indicated. It is a
hard to find anything to say
of erecting new dormitories to take care little
that will apply to all the memof the overcrowded conditions.
bers of such a varied group. The
Clemson is a state institution. In a only thing they had in common,
state the size of Suuth Carolina the en- perhaps, was a bright vein of
rollment should not exceed two thousand addle-brained insanity that ran
through from top to bottom. In
at the most because the natural resources their
most serious moments some
of the state are not great enough to sup- one always gave vent to an un
port a larger institution. The college der-the-breath remark that reneither has the necessary classroom fa- lieved the tension. They didn't
much, but we loved them becilities nor the proper housing conditions do
cause they didn't .particularly
to accommodate a larger student body. care whether anything was done
Even with the addition of the new dor- or not. The Class of '36 is a
mitories now under construction an in- mighty fine class, and we wish
crease in the size of the cadet corps would every memlber God-speed. Our
only advice in parting is the quomean that Clemson would be cramped for tation,
"Put your faith in God
space just as badly as before the buildings and keep your powder dry."
TALK OF THE TOWN
were erected.
Clemson College is a Land Grant col- MILITARY BALL
Admitting always that Taps
lege and every citizen of the state believes
a pretty inexcusable weekend
that he has a right to send his son here. was
we would like to see somebody
Then, the question comes up—how should find fault with the last one. From
student enrollment be limited? The gen- everybody's standpoint it was the
eral concensus of opinion of the student calmest, quietest, most orderly,
possibly, the most boring
body and many members of the faculty and
dance weekend ever perpetrated
seems to coincide with the theory that here. There are those who will
Clemson is getting quantity rather than say that the reason for the
the
quality. Everyone is cognizant of the sit- strange tranquility was
uation as it exists today. With many ap- clanking of the sabre and the
glistening of the gold braid. We
plications already in the hands of the take
issue with that. It would
Registrar, what may we expect next year have teen just what it was if the
but another over-crowded, condition?
army, the state police, and the
Admission to college should not be local minions of the law had all
simply a matter of presenting certain spec- been stricken with paralysis the
day 'before. And there would
ified entrance units. For both the ap- probably
have been less unpleasplicant and the college it is of utmost con- antness. It was just that everycern that a proper choice of college work body was tired, financially disablbe made and the college, therefore, should ed, and bad the Little Girl from
borne up for the weekend.
consider not only tfre school record sub- back
All the king's horses won't make
mitted but also any other available indi- Finals calm and quiet and secations of probable success in the course date, and, after all, theTe is no
reason why it should have its
the student proposes to take.
No student should be admitted to col- teeth pulled. Finals is the partshot of the senior class, it
lege unless he. has an acceptable school ing
offers the last opportunity for
certificate from some accredited high a-cting like a college boy. In
school; or, in case these credentials are not bowing out the seniors should
available, he sh*ould be required to stand bave a free hand, and we know
a very strict entrance examination similar them well enough to know that
won't abuse the privilege.
to that used by many other institutions they
Placing any restrictions and bans
of the same collegiate rank as Clemson. on the dances can only result in
Every candidate should submit to the col- havoc, unless those restrictions
lege Registrar on or before the date of are placed and enforced by the
Dance Association. The
matriculatjgn a satisfactory medical cer- Central
COA has done a good job this
tificate and all other credentials relative year and they can certainly hanto entrance requirements.
dle one more series. We'll see
Thus, we make an earnest plea to the you at Boscobel.
TALK OF THE TOWN
Administrative officials of the college to
DEPARTING SNAKE
make some move towards limiting the enIn this issue of the paper you
rollment at Clemson College for the next will find that Mr. Duck Carson
has been unveiled as Oscar, the
season and for the seasons to come.
anonymous columnist who has
—B. T. L.

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon

>

During the session of 1878-79 at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, students started classes at eight-thirty
a m and remained there until one forty-five p m
five days a week. All 'students not physically disabled
were required to work in their turn either on the college farm or in the shop. No compensation was paid
them for their labor.
■COLLEGIATE PRESS

The students of Baker University have finally won
a forty-two year fight to permit school dances, banned
since the founding of the University. But the inaugural dance had to be called off. Because of lack of interest, advance sales didn't justify the hiring of an
orchestra.
COLLEGIATE PRESS———

IVSore than 500 University of Alabama seniors will
receive their diplomas May 26, in Denny Stadium. It
will be the 105th commencement in the history of the
school. Dr. David E. Lilienthal, one of the three directors of the T.V.A. and general counsel for that organization, will deliver the principal address.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

A fully equipped motorized field artillery unit will
be added to the cadet corps at Louisiana University.
Three regular army officers and eight enlisted men
will be assigned to command and instruct the cadets
who form the two motorized batteries. Each battery
will include four 75-millimeter guns, pulled by tractors.
The ammunition and personnel of the unit is carried
by truck. A special building will be built to house the
new equipment.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

At Random:
The Independent Party of Louisiana State University recently swept five of the six campus leaders
into office.. . .Two hundred juniors at V. P. I. will receive their class rings at the annual Ring Dance
The Afav Day Horse Show at Sweet Briar College
proved to be quite a colorful affair.... Duke University
stays one jump ahead with its organization of "Chaplains of Veterans of Future Wars".
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__that Winthrop was well represented at the last brawl and that
Oscar is proud of the part be
played in promoting closer relations between the legislature's
two step-children.
OSCAR SAYS

that in case you are one of
the boys who took the rap last
weekend, it serves you right.
Oscar told you so.
OSCAR SAYS

that Oscar has a sneaking suspicion that Bobby Graham enjoyed his responsibilities during
the past weekend, but too much.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Duke Floyd broke the
embargo and spent the first hour
of the Friday brawl wandering
around hunting for somebody to
dance with before he noticed
that the orchestra hadn't arrived.
OSCAR SAYS

that Oscar puts up for his
nomination for the Outstanding
Cadet of the Year, Corporal Alvin Sanders (First Sergeant to
you) who was discovered just
last week trying to find out
wbere his captain, John Boesch,
roomed.

Editors Note
By way of allaying the curiosity you people have felt
all year over the identity of
the author of the only thing
in the paper you ever read,
he is none other than Duck
Carson.
Skulking about in
the shadows and keeping his
weather ear to the ground,
he has successfully reported
the derelictions of the corps
during the past year. He has
been omnipresent and the
fruits of his endeavors are
apparent in the scars we bear
because we have steadfastly
refused to divulge his name.
Now you know. . . but
warned, Hog Brown, the
name that Oscar made ring
around the world, is acting
as his body-guard. No holds
barred.
—The Editor
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that the press is preparing
for the scoop of the year when
air enthusiast Bob Ware takes
off in his flying machine in the
Seneca bottoms at an early date.
OSCAR SAYS

--that Oscar has seen many a
colossal snatch in bis time but
he really thinks that the work of
Sophomore Ruff of C Company
put the fear of the press into is the tops, or bottoms, to date.
most of you all year. We are
OSCAR SAYS
pretty proud of the fact that Mr.
that, even though the going
Carson's identity has been kept got pretty tough at times, he has
such a profound secret for so it on good authority that Pop,
long a time. It is the only pos- Sid, and Andy stuck with the
sible way to get an honest scand- boys in Williamsburg to the last,
al column, and, although Oscar or next to last, gasp.
is accused of lack of intestinal
OSCAR SAYS
fortitude for skulking behind bis
that it was a surprisingly
cloak of anonymity, the fact is quiet weekend in spite of the
that its a pretty haTd job to keep philosophy of the good brothfrom bragging when some rare
ers who don't care what the arsoul whose name never gets in my don't allow, just go ahead
the column praises Oscar. Alanyhow.
though Oscar, is generally con- and celebrate
OSCAR SAYS
demned, and we know because
that Oscar's best friend, Dame
three fourths of you people were
prepared to swear that we were Rumor, has it that iScotty's Mesthe author and some of you will sery will be facing some comgo to your grave believing firm- petition next year.
OSCAR SAYS
ly that we are responsible, he
that
the
long
arm of the Unitreally does constitute a strong
force for reform. Sometimes we ed States Army reached out over
think that the remarks in the the six weeks that Hob Lee has
dirt column, even when they are not been in school and busted
obscene to those who understand him for wearing cits on the
their subtletry, exert a greater campus last Sunday.
OSCAR SAYS
influence for good than all the
__that,
by
recommendation of
professional soul savers who attempt to raise us from the mire. the PMS&T and direction of the
By dragging derelictions into the president, the varsity boxing
light, Oscar makes otherwise team has been designated as ofhardened souls feel pricks of in- ficial body guard for Oscar now
jured pride which may be easily that you know who, and what,
mistaken for the nudges of con- he is.
(Continued on page five)
science. Ridicule is a powerful
weapon, and weilded as Oscar
has weilded it this year it has suspicion that Mr. Carson has
undoubtedly cleared up a number been a reformer at heart all the
of unpleasant items and has rid- time. And we are deeply appreden the campus of a few of its ciative of his services to our pabiggest pests. Although Oscar per.
May his shoes never be
had rather be drawn and quar- quite clear of mud, his elbow too
tered than ever to admit that stiff to bend, or his eye too blearhis motives were anything other ed to see clearly through a keythan base, we have a sneaking hole.
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CLUB ELECTS
SGOTT AND CHAPMAN Alpha Tau Alpha MINARET
NEXT YEAR'S OFFICERS
a business meeting which
PASS MARINE EXAM Initiates Formally wasAt held
on Tuesday night, the
ROTC Honor Grads Qualify
In Marine Corps Entrance
Physical Exam
REPORT JULY 15
Lt. Col. M. C. Chapman of
Pendleton and Lt. Col. R. F.
Scott of Blacksburg recently
■were notified of their passing
the physical examination for the
United States Marine Corps.
This completed the requirements for the appointees for the
commission of second lieutenants.
Cadets Scott and Chapman
were designated as first and second honor ROTC graduates, respectively.
They will he commissioned early in July and shall
report for duty July 15.

Ag Education Frat Takes in
Four Prominent Men;1
Officers to Be Elected
FORMAL INITIATION
Formal initiation for Alpha
Tau Alpha pledges was held
Wednesday night.
This fraternity is a national organization
for Agricultural students.
Among those taken in are O. J.
Rochester and R. W. Bailey, seniors; F. W. Herlong and T. E.
Ponder, juniors. These men are
all students in Vocational Agricultural Education.
Officers for next year have not
been elected according to Charles
V. Knight who has been president of the fraternity this year.

The odors of lemon and coffee
are used by Columbia diagnosticians to determine the location
Station W2HJ, transmitting of brain tumors.
unit of the Radio Club of the
College of the City of New York
Of job failures, 65 per cent
celebrated its 22nd anniversary are due to personal peculiarities
last week by exchanging greet- rather than incompetency, says
ings with all of the college sta- Dr. Biake Crider of Fenn Coltions on its schedule.
lege.
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PROMS AND EXAMS. Constant
rushing about and mental strain put you
on your mettle. Camels set you right
■with their aid to digestion—their cheering "lift"—their costlier tobaccos.

members of the Minaret Club
named the following men as officers for the coming year. Succeeding George "Way, L. A. Edwards was elected President. Edwards is from Highlands, N. C,
and is a member of the junior
class.
Other elections were: V. M.
iShell, vice-president; Tom Stanley, secretary and treasurer; and
A. N. Avinger, executive committee.

FIVE

Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)
-OSCAR SAYS-

that he is ashamed of Lt.
Scott, the man of power,
somehow failed to get the
he wanted with Torchsinger
thern.

Col.
who
date
Sou-

-OSCAR »AYS_

that the final shot of a lifetime should be deviled to an expression of gratitude. And so,
Oscar wishes to thank Little,
Baxter, Bo o, Gill, Brown, Taylor, Campbells Heikkila, Dean,
Floyd and the rest for never
VERITY TALKS HERE
failing to provide him with
something to write about. P. S.
Mr. Ben Verity of the Carbic Did you notice the table in front
Color and Chemical Company of the orchestra at the buffet
gave three very interesting talks supper?
OSCAR SAYS
to the Clemson textile students
on Monday; two discussions dealthat he wonders why May of
ing with textile chemistry, dyeing Winthrop is so insistent upon
and printing. In his third talk getting the room she had in the
Mr. Verity gave the students Trustee House for Junior-Senior
some mechanical and personnel when she comes back for Fiproblems and their solutions. nals.
These problems were based on
OSCAR SAYS
his experience in the industry.
__that iStoolie Campbell gets Oscar's most profound sympathy
Brown University has elimi- for spending such a blameless
nated mid-year examinations and weekend that the only charge
semester grades in full-year they could hang on him was
chewing gum.
courses.

LITTLE JOHN SECURES
MORE PWA MONEY
According to an announcement
made by Mr. J. C. Littlejohn,
Clemson College business manager, an additional appropriation
of $11,800 has been secured for
improvement in the materials
used in the construction of the
new agricultural building.
The new specifications call for
painting the walls with a fire
proofing material and for laying asbestos sheeting on the roof.
The University of Pennsylvania had a "fault-finding day" recently. Everyone aired his pet
gripes, but knockers claimed nothing was done about any of
them.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that he is not trying to turn
scholar on you, but that he recently discovered a fact which he
thinks you should know about.
The Chinese word for trouble is
made up of a group of words,
meaning literally, "Two women
in one house."
Smart people,
eh?
OSCAR SAYS

—that Charlie Farmer has been
mad ever since he neglected to
accompany ISlugger Funderburk
to Pendleton last Sunday night.

S&4&...SMOKE CAMELS
Smoking Camels stimulates the natural flow of digestive
fluids . . . increases alkalinity
Life sometimes pushes us so hard that
we feel too worn-down really to enjoy
eating. Science explains that hurry,
mental strain, and constant tension
reduce the flow of the digestive fluids.
Scientific studies definitely show
that smoking Camels increases the
flow of digestive fluids . . . alkaline
digestive fluids...so vital to the enjoy-

ment of food and to good digestion.
Camel's rich and costly tobaccos are
mild beyond words. Enjoy Camels
as often as you like — with meals —
any time—for their cheering "lift"...
for their aid to digestion — for the
pleasure they bring. Camels set you
right! And never jangle your nerves or
tire your taste. Make it Camels today.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
OPPOSE WAR LEAGUE

Hurdler

PICK BEST DRILLED

Drama In Three Acts
Local Golfers Tie Dance
To Feature Tap and
Ballet Routines
USC In Columbia

Minnesota
Students
Vote
Against Veterans of Future Wars
ORGANIZE GROUP
Minneapolis, Minn.—(AC'P)
An organization to oppose the
Veterans of Future Wars has
heen organized on the University
of Minnesota campus here.
Contracts pledging each future
veteran to fight in all future wars
should he signed on receipt of
the $1000 future bonus,
says
William 'Robertson, student leader of the new movement.
"If these vets knew that they
really had to fight for their money they wouldn't be so anxious
to collect it," Robertson said.
"Besides, the government should
have some guaranty that the vets
will fight when a war come along
Government Aided
"The government, assured 'by
the contracts, would save money
hy prepayment of the 'bonuses,
Robertson
declared.
'•Military
appropriations could he cut aftei
the bonus had been paid, for the
government would have assurance of a million fighting men in
The '"anti-vets" would provide
for the home fire division of the
VFW as well. "H the
future
mothers of future veterans failed
to hear fighting men, they would
have to refund their money
to the government," said KOD-

Madelon Royce Presents Campus Kids FIRST BATTALION TO
In Musical Comedy Tomorrow Night

Mac Folger, Clemson's ace
of the hurdles, who set a
new record at the recent
State Meet. "Bell Head" is
expected to place well up
with the leaders in the coming Conference Meet which
will end the track season
here.

Famed University
Prof Resigns Post

brilliant English ' Authority
Brought Glory to Har^ "I am sorry I cannot be reached for a statement at this late
vard for Half Century
■hour," said William Kennedy,
commander of the Minnesota V
Cambridge,
Mass.— (ACP)—
iFW post, when he was told ot
George Lyman Kittredge, last of
the new organization.
the famed group
of scholars
which brought glory to Harvard
STUTTS PROMOTED
in the last half century, will
never awe another class with his
R T Stutts, graduate of the ■brilliant exposition
o'f English
textile school in 1928, has re- literature, his biting wit, or the
signed his position as overseer temper which often led him to
of carding at Monarch Mills, stamp out of a class-room beLockhart, S. C to accept the su- cause of inattention or a slight
printendency of the Woodside disturbance.
Cotton Mill Plants at Fountain
He gave his last lecture on
Inn and Simpsonville, S. C.
May 1, and his resignation is
effective September 1.
Member
Profiteers of Future Wars at of the class of 1882, world's foreRensslaer Polytech broke up a most Shakesperean authority, and
peace play the other day, declar- an especially colorful personality,
ing peace to he inimicahle to Prof. Kittredge was an institution at Harvard for 50 years.
their interests.

BEGINS AT 7:30
Carolina's Bruner Is MedalMadelon Royce will present
ist; Prause, Riddle, Dean
"The Wedding of the Dancing
Shine for Clemson
Debs", a dance drama in three
acts, in the college chapel toSCORE IS 9-9
morrow evening at 7:45. The
cast will feature over fifty camThe Clemson and South Caro- pus children.
lina 'golf representatives played
The entertainment is sponsorto a 9-9 deadlock in Columbia ed iby the School Improvement
Monday in an interesting match. Association of the Calhoun-ClemBobbie Bruner of the Game- son High School and is an entirecocks was medalist with an 81. ly new departure in musical comHe also won all three of his edy. The plot follows a wedding
individual points. Prause, Riddle, theme through its three acts enand Dean led the Clemson scor- tirely through the medium of
ing parade.
dance pantomime. Both tap and
Results:
ballet routines will he featured.
Bruned of Carolina defeated
Featuring the entertainment
Page 3 and 0.
will be the appearance of Miss
Prause of Clemson defeated Royce in several solo dance rouDeloach 2 1/2 and 1/2.
tines of her own. Other young
Riddle of Clemson defeated stars will also present solo perTo'bias 2 and 1.
formances.
iDean of Clemson defeated
The cast is composed entirely
White 2 and 1.
of members of Miss Royce's camRiddle and Dean of Clemson pus classes and the members
defeated Tobias and White 2 1/2 range from the age of three to
and 1/2.
adults. The performance is preBruner and 'Deloach of Caro- sented as a graduating recital for
lina defeated Page and Prause the Royce School.
Admission will be twenty-five
3 and 0.
cents for outsiders and 15 cents
for students.
PITTSBURGH PROF IS
IRKED BY UNIVERSITY PROSPECTS GOOD, FOR

Scott and Staff Sponsor Competitive Drill Elimination
Tomorrow Afternoon
MEDALS

GIVEN

Lt. Col. Robert F. Scott announces that there will be an
elimination held Friday afternoon May 15 on the small parade ground, sponsored .by the
First Battalion Staff, for the purpose of selecting the best drilled
freshman, sophomore, and guide
in the batallion.
Previous Eliminations
Much interest was taken in the
eliminations held each week during the early part of the year
and the picked men from the
four companies will probahly
come from some of these winners.
The winners of this competition will receive suita'ble recognition and will he presented with
medals.
Each company commander is to select for this elimination two freshmen, two sophomores, and one sergeant.
Sel! your Used Boots, Regulation Sweaters, and Sam
Brownes
— at —
MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE
SHOP

TEXTILE GRADUATES

Pittsburgh— (ACP)— Charging "irrational and irresponsible
authority", Dr. Wynard M. Parrish, for 12 years head of the department of public speaking at
the University of Pittsburgh, announced last week he had refused
re-appointment.
Dismissal of Richard Murphy,
coach of the debating team, despite the fact his work was satisfactory, was given as the reason for Dr. Parrish's action.

Dean Willis reports that the
demand for textile seniors from
the class which will graduate in
June is unusually good. Personnel directors from large companies in Georgia, North Carolina and New York are interviewing members of the senior
class, and many additional calls
for men are being received from
mills in South Carolina. Clemson's Textile School will not have
'America is a well watered a sufficient number of seniors
country and
the
inhabitants in textile engineering to meet
know all of the fishing holes. these calls which have been reThe Americans also produce mil- ceived to date.
lions of automobiles." So says
former President Herbert HooRensselaer Polytech recently
ver, contributor to "Chappar- sponsored a world-wide alumni
ral," Stanford humor magazine, reunion by radio.

We Appreciate the Patronage of the Cadets During
the Past Year
THANK YOU

YMGA BARBER SHOP
—Jt

BAILEY & KAY
GUARANTEED

Watch Repairing
PAUL FEINSTEIN
CLEMSON, S. C.
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THE STONE AGE IN PIPES

Clemson Cadets like Botany Ties

GOSH, OLD-TIMER _K NO-BUT I'LL FIND A
WHEN WE CRASHED
PIECE OF SANDSTONE
THROUGH THE ICE, I
AND MAKE YOU ONE
LOST MY PIPE.' HAVE \

RIEGEL SHIRTS, FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES,
INTERWOVEN SOCKS, AND HICKOK SUSPENDERS—This fine merchandise is found at

Hoke Sloan's Men's Shop
"It pays to buy the best" says a Senior to a
Junior. Have something to show for that Camp
R, O. T. C. Check.
AND SO YOU SMOKE
IT OCCASIONALLY
JUST TO VRENEW
YOUR YOUTH/EH?

MAGNESIUM LIMESTONE

RIGHT-AND THERE'S
NOTHING LIKE

PRINCE ALBERT
TO HELP THE ILLUSION.
P.A. IS A YOUNG
MANS TOBACCO?

SHORT CUT TO
REAL PIPE CONTENTMENT
A man can spend years finding the
tobacco that hits the spot—or he
can try Prince Albert now. We'll
back this princely smoking tobacco
against the field for choice quality
—for mellow flavor—for mildness.
Being "crimp cut," Prince Albert
is a revelation in coolness. And
the "bite" is removed by a special
process. Accept the invitation below to try P.A. at our risk.

PULVEI|IZED

MASCOT

ess

LIMESTONE.

GENTLEMEN...PRINCE ALBERT MUST PLEASE YOU, OR...
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

(Write for Information)
m

American Limestone Company
GENERAL BUILDING

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PRINCE ALBERT

Imm
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THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

From The Press Box
By Bob Cheves

Asst. Sports Editor

TIGERS BREAK EVEN Clemson Trackslers Lose to University
Of Georgia In Athens, Saturday, 75-51
IN GEORGIA GAIES
Townes of Georgia Out-

This final sports column of the current school year Clemson Loses First Game in T. I. MARTIN ELECTED
is dedicated to those many Bengal athletes who wilt be
Athens But Come Back
SENICR CLASS HEAD
missing next year.
To Take Second
Swan Songs
Those who have carried the
The Tiger nine split a double
Purple and Orange colors for
bill with University of Georgia
the last time during the past
in Athens last Friday and Satcampaigns are: Randy Hinson,
urday, losing the first, 6-2 and
Harry Shore, Tom Brown, Tate
coming back to cop the second,
Horton, Bill Croxton, Bubber
5-4.
Dawson, Mac Folger, Cliff Hen- Clemson Wins Final Home
Boy Heyward's homer in the
ley, Clarence Inabinet, Roddy
fifth with one on was responsible
Game From Indians by
Kissam, Sam McConnell, Clyde
for both of the Bengal runs in
2-0 In Three-Hit Game
Pennington, John Richey, Johnthe first encounter. Randy Hinnie Fletcher, Bob Scott, Peter
son provided the excitement in
HEAP PITCHES
Spearman, John Troutman, and
the second fracas by poling out
Jackie Williams. We would like
a double in the third inning
The
Tigers
wound
up
their
to personally enumerate the
scoring Boselli, Shore, and Richmany accomplishments of the a- home baseball season by blanket- ey. He also scored on the play.
bove named performers, but space ing Newberry 2 to 0 behind the This blow tied the count at four
does not permit; however we can three-hit pitching of Ed Heap. all, and it remained for Pritchett
Clemson scored in the third on to tally the winning run in the
say that they have contributed
more than their share toward successive hits by Heap and fifth by crossing the plate on
putting Clemson up in athletic Shore, and again in the fourth Underwood's double.
when Pritchett's single to cencircles.
ter slipped past McTntosh for
Statistics
Beginning with a six game three bases and Courtney's fly to
losing streak, the Tiger nine left allowed him to score.
This victory severed a second
gradually gained momentum and
ended a fairly successful season place tie between the two teams
yesterday against Newberry. Al- in the Palmetto race, and gave
(Continued from page one)
though this went to press before the Bengals undisputed posession
is a member of Blue Key and
the last game, we do know that of runner-up position.
Phi Psi, and holds the military
the Bengals could not have done
rank of first-sergeant.
He is
any worse than tie for second
from
Columbia,
and
is
a
student
place in the Palmetto league. Alin the School of Textiles.
so, having nothing else to do last
Other new members of the asweek, we compiled some statissociation are: Placing Committics on the diamond lads, intee, W. C. Brezeale of Clemson
cluding all hut the final contest.
Pitcher Jerry Underwood leads 'Christopher Columbus" Is and J. F. Nueffer of Abbeville;
Decorating Committee, W. A.
the team batting with a .333
Second; "Goody, Goody", Speer of Birmingham, Ala., and
average followed by Red Prit"I'm Putting AH My
Johnny Stackhouse of Marion;
chett who (boasts a .283 per cent.
Floor Committee, J. F. Dunlap
Eggs", Others Place
Boib Heyward leads the pack with
of Savannah, Ga.; Purchasing
four stolen bases, and is tied
Agent, W. R. English of ColumNEARLY 1000 VOTE
with Randy Hinson for the most
bia
runs scored, 9. Hinson has gar"Lost" reigns supreme. At the
nered the most hits, 17, and
Heyward connected for the only Monday night Finals, June 1, Hal
circular clout.
Red Pritchett Kemp will play by special releads the two-bagger list with a quest of the Cadet Corps "Lost",
total of 4. Harry Shore is the the melody given first place in
best fielder, having only one er- the "Clemson Hit Parade" poll
ror chalked up against his re- conducted this week.
Out of approximately one
cord; also he has hit the only
triple.
Underwood is the lead- thousand blanks returned, "Lost"
ing pitcher with two and two. appeared on 392 of them. Its
Sophomore Crosby was credited nearest competitor was "Chriswith a victory in his only start topher Columbus", which garnered 320 votes.
of the year.
"Chris Columbus" 2nd
Southern Conference
Final
results of the poll show
With the Southern Conference
the following songs qualified as
track meet coming off this Sat- the six most popular with the
urday at Durham, it is only nat- Clemsonites: "Lost", 392 votes;
ural that sporting gossip around "Christopher
Columbus",
320
the campus has been centered on votes; "Goody, Goody", 237 votthe Tiger's chances. It would he es; "I'm Putting All My Eggs
too much to concede the Bengals In One Basket", 193 votes;
first honors; however, after due "Lights Out, Sweetheart" polled
consideration, we do helieve that 17 6 votes; and 130 cadets voted
our boys will give all comers a for that old favorite, "Stardust",
run for the runner-up position. to give it sixth place on the
Mac Folger and Bob Carter can "Clemson Hit Parade".
not ibe overlooked in the hurdle
Others Favored
events, while such stellar trackOther tunes well in the runsters as Green, T. C. McConnell, ning were "Melody from the
Sam McConnell, Bryant, and Hin- Sky", "You", "Beautiful Lady
son should prove point-makers. in Blue", "Let Yourself Go",
Bat <5olfers
"Alone"; and "It's Been So
Our freshman golf team has
Long".
been going places this year.
The names of the six songs
They have copped both their will be submitted by the local
matches this season by enormous CDA to Hal Kemp in the near
scores, the latest being a 13.5 future. It is expected that the
to 4-5 victory over Greenville popular orchestra will present
•High School last Saturday. Pre- the tunes at the Monday night
viously, they set the crack An- dance in special arrangements
derson Country Club represen- . as "Clemson's Hit Parade".
tatives back decisively.
They
have return matches with both
Residents of Minnesota only
these teams, and finish with are eligible for a new Harvard
Emory in Atlanta.
McKevhn, scholarship.
>
McCrary, Douglas, and Heard
are the lads who comprise the
Nine New York Catholic col/yearling roster, and it wouldn't leges are conducting a series of
/surprise us a bit to see all of symposia on the problem of colthem on the varsity squad next legiate communism and atheism.
year.

Tigers End Season
With

Leitner To Head
Dance Association

"LOST" TAKES FIRST
PLAGE 1NCDA VOTING

standing Individual Entering Contest ^ Sets
New Records

(Continued from page one)

Martin is one of the outstanding members of his class, having
recently been named business
manager of the 1937 TAPS, college yearbook. He is a native
of Florence, a first-sergeant, and
is a student in the School of Engineering.
Leitner Popular
Leitner, the vice-president, is
a resident of Aiken, and is the
new president of the Central
Dance Association.
He is a
member of Phi Psi, is a textile
student, and holds the rank of
supply sergeant.
Cochran, the only ag student
in the group, is from Donalds.
He is a first sergeant, and has
previously served as class officer.
William Folk is one of the
most
outstanding
engineering
students in the college. He was
recently elected editor of TAPS,
holds the rank of first sergeant
and is a member of Tau Beta Pi.
He is a native of Moncks Corner.
All four of the new officers
have long been prominent in student affairs.

GREEN

S^ARS

The University of Ga. track
team defeated Clemson last Saturday at Athens, 75 to 51.
The chief interest of the meetwas the flying feet of Townes,
Bulldog luminary- After sprinting the 100 yard dash in 9.7
seconds he deated Folger and
Carter in both the low and high
hurdles. Townes' time of 14.4
seconds in the high hurdles tied
the world intercollegiate record
and his low hurdle time, 24.8
seconds, set a new record for
that event on the Georgia track.
For Clemson, Green won the
mile run, T. S. McConnell heaved
the javelin for a first, and Herlong took the 440 yard dash.
The defeat of Folger and Carter
left only Kitchens and T. S. McConnell on the unbeaten list.
The whole Clemson team seemed to have still been under the
influence of the night meet at
Clinton the previous week. They
were sluggish and suffered under
the hot sun.

The city of Cambridge plans
to
access a "service charge" of
Dr. Aldo Castellani, of the
Roval Italian Medical Corps, is about a million dollars against
on the Louisiana State medical Harvard and M. I. T. to cover
faculty, but duties in Ethiopia policing of football games and
have kept him from lecturing student riots, and removal Of.
rubbish.
Hearst Metrotone was named
Edwin Markham, famed poet,
No. 1 newsreel propaganda medium in a recent University of will be honored by Princeton Uniersity on his 84th birthday.
Minnesota poll.

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
FOR

GRADUATION GIFTS
STATIONERY SPECIAL—
72 Sheets of Paper
50 Envelopes
Cascade Vellum Finish
ALL FOR 29c.

CLEMSON PLAQUES

i

Your patronage is appreciated

SINCLAIR SERVICE STATION
LEWIS ANDERSON, Manager
fgffi«<M«l«WM«lKO<KKKKfelaMKB

$1.00

Seals or Tigers

X. @. dUwAin

Change Now to SUMMER GRADE SINCLAIR
GAS AND OILS
PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE

Washing - Greasing - Polishing

-

C£)]vua(d
(Company, cJnc.
f

P. S. McCOLLUM, President

I

The Official College Book and Supply Store

•r
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JETER AND JACKSON
DELIVER ADDRESSES
(Continued from page one)
the literary society exercises. One
speaker from each society, the
Calhoun and the Palmetto, will
compete In the contest. The winner will be awarded the Trustee
Medal, an annual award.
At 2:30 p.m. the Clemson College Alumni Association will hold
its annual meeting in the auditorium of the YMCA. The Commencement
Military
Exercises
will he conducted at 4 p.m. Monday on Bowman Field, at which
ceremony commissions will he
awarded. From 8 to 9 p.m., an
informal reception for the Faculty, Alumni, Seniors, and guests
will be held in the Calhoun
Mansion, and at 9 p.m. the Alumni will gather at their annual
commencement dinner.
R. H.
Fife, prominent Atlantian, will
he the principal speaker at this
meeting.
On Tuesday morning at 10:30
the graduating exercises will take
place in the chapel. The Commencement address will he delivered by Mr. Frank H. Jeter,
Class '11, of North Carolina State
College, Raleigh, N. C.
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Clemson College Summer School
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING
FRESHMAN SUBJECTS
Agronomy 11
Chemistry 11 and 12
American Government 11
English 15 and 16
French 11
German 11
History 1 and 14
Mathematics 11 and 12
Physics 11 and 12

SOPHOMORE SUBJECTS
Chemistry 28
English 21 and 22
W
Mathematics 23 and 24
Physics 21 and 22
Soils 20
Mechanical Engineering 22

m

Hi

JUNIOR, SENIOR OR ELECTIVE
SUBJECTS
English 31 and 32
Bacteriology 31
Education Courses
Shorthand and Typewriting
Electricity Courses
Agronomy 31
Horticulture 25s
Industrial Arts 55s-56s-57s
Library Science 40
Industrial Economics
Textiles

COST: Tuition $3.50 per Semester hour. Room $4.50 for 6 weeks.
Meals at "Y" 75c to $1.00 per day.
For Catalog, information or reservation, call at Room 28C, Main Building or

Write: W. H. Washington, Dean, Cle mson Summer School, Clemson, S. C. \
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Brazil is famous for Coffee

... but Turkey is
famous for Tobacco
... the aromatic
Turkish tobacco that
adds fragrance and
flavor to Chesterfield
Cigarettes.
WM.

11936, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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